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What's New in the Beer 039;s Law Lab?

'Your old school teacher was right, the best way to learn is playing with chemistry. Beer's Law Lab is
a fun but surprisingly educational way of doing just that. The original ideas behind Beer's Law Lab
come from the science teacher of an elementary school who always wanted to find a fun way to
teach his pupils about chemistry. From now on you don't have to worry about being the best at
science anymore, because with Beer's Law Lab you can play around with various substances and
liquids, and help science along the way. Beer's Law Lab also allows you to mix various substances
and liquids together. The more substances you add to the mixture, the brighter it gets, and the more
substances you remove, the darker it gets. Sometimes it's not just the light that is attenuated, but
other forms of radiation, like radio waves. Beer's Law Lab will make you see what happens when you
mix various substances in water. The more substances you add to the solution, the more a ray of
light will be attenuated. You can also test other mixtures by mixing in different solutions, and use
different wavelengths of light. With Beer's Law Lab you can also perform some pretty cool
experiments. For example, you can combine things that otherwise you wouldn't have seen together
in real life. ' Beer's Law Lab features an option for a secondary experiment. For example, you can
simply mix a solution containing different chemicals in water, and put it in a flask in the sun. In a
couple of hours the solution will have evaporated, and you will see a different colored residue. You
can change the concentration of the substances in the mixture, and watch what happens to the light.
This will allow you to see how attenuation works on different materials, and you will even be able to
test your personal tolerance to different substances. ' Beer's Law Lab is a fun experiment, but there
is more to this than meets the eye. By taking advantage of the application's dual interface, you will
learn chemistry by playing with it, while the app also serves as a scientific calculator. You can add
up to 12 substances to the sample, and you can measure the concentration, the light transmittance,
or the absorption of different rays. The app's interface allows you to add, measure, mix and even
sample various substances, all using simple input and output fields. If you're a scientist who loves
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playing around with different materials, you'll definitely enjoy this application. 'Beer



System Requirements For Beer 039;s Law Lab:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 or later Processor: 2.7 Ghz Intel i5 or AMD equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB ATI Radeon HD 5770, or Intel HD4000 equivalent DirectX: Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet connection Storage: 200 MB available space Other Requirements:
Account/Password: This is the one and only account required to download, install and play this
game. Be sure to use the same email address and password when
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